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Abstract—In the contemporary cloud computing environment,
the various cloud providers adopt different architectures for
their systems and usually these are not compatible. The scalable
exchange of information about these heterogeneous resources is
often not addressed; still this represents an interesting challenge,
since different Cloud systems and vendors have different ways to
describe and invoke their services, to specify and communicate
requirements. Hence a way to provide a common access to Cloud
services and to discover and use required services in Cloud
federations is highly desirable. The IEEE P2302 Intercloud ap-
proach is to define a scalable architecture and to adopt the OMN
(Open-Multinet) ontology for supporting its operation. Our work
specifically describes the inner workings of the Intercloud system
in terms of the Intercloud Federation Application Programmers
Interface (API), which are in turn based on the semantic
definition of resources, Service Level Agreements (SLAs), and
Bearer Network Provisioning Metadata.

Index Terms—Federation, Intercloud, SDN, Semantic, Ontol-
ogy

I . I N T R O D U C T I O N

Cloud Computing has emerged as a model to provide access
to large amount of data and computational resources by using
seamless interfaces. Computing is being transformed to a
model consisting of services and they are delivered without
regard to where and how services are hosted.

The ease of management and configuration of resources and
the low cost needed for setup and maintenance of services
have made Cloud Computing widespread. Several commercial
vendors now offer solutions based on Cloud architectures. More
and more providers offer new different services every month,
following their customer’s needs. It is very hard to find a single
provider which offers all services needed by end users, and
we witness the emergence of federations of Clouds that can
satisfy complex user needs.

Till recently, very few efforts have been done to define a
unified standard for Cloud Computing, which is essential for
the realization of Cloud Federations. This is a problem, since
different Cloud systems and vendors have different ways to
describe and invoke their services, to specify requirements and

to communicate. Hence a way to provide a common access
to Cloud services and to discover and use required services in
Cloud federations is highly desirable.

Our approach is to adopt a scalable architecture, namely
the Standard for Intercloud Interoperability and Federation1

(P2302) [1], that relies on a novel Semantic Web technologies,
namely the Open-Multinet2 (OMN) [2] ontology, for the defi-
nition of the Intercloud resources and services and implements
a catalog for the IEEE Intercloud architecture.

In this paper, we describe the inner workings of the Inter-
cloud system detailing the Intercloud Federation Application
Programmers Interface (API) based on the semantic definition
of resources, Service Level Agreements (SLAs), and Bearer
Network Provisioning Metadata. Our work demonstrates how
this API is used to dynamically provision a Software Defined
Networking (SDN) based Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) using
Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), creating a federating Bearer
network needed for the transparent federation.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We give
a brief overview of related work in the context of Intercloud
architectures and ontologies in Sec. II. In Sec. III we outline
the high level details for the overall IEEE P2302 Intercloud
approach; in Sec. IV we focus on the upper OMN ontology.
The proposed API for the semantic based Intercloud Federation
is described in Sec. V. We conclude and describe future work
in Sec. VI.

I I . R E L AT E D W O R K

Studies such as [3] were the first to highlight that emerging
Cloud Computing environments diverged in their approaches
to solve federation problems and the associated interoperability
issues. This topic has become so interesting that by now well
over 20 proposals [4] have been made for Cloud Computing
interoperability architectures. In particular several industry

1http://standards.ieee.org/develop/project/2302.html
2http://open-multinet.info
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associations and Standards Developing Organization (SDO)
groups have been formed to define approaches and requirements
for Intercloud architectures. Examples are the IETF Cloud
Reference Framework[5], the Open Data Center Alliance
(ODCA), the TeleManagement Forum (TMF) [6], and the ETSI
Cloud Standards Coordination activities. Besides this, other
work like the European Grid Infrastructure (EGI) Federated
Cloud Task Force, the Open Grid Forum (OGF) Open Cloud
Computing Interface (OCCI) [7], the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST) Cloud Computing definition[8],
the International Telecommunication Union Telecommunica-
tion Standardization Sector (ITU-T) Focus Group on Cloud
Computing[9], or the Topology and Orchestration Specification
for Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [10] model defined by the
Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information
Standards (OASIS) are focusing on particular challenges in
this context. However, none of them focus on semantic and
distributed large-scale interoperability.

In order to provide an effective and efficiently scalable and
interoperable description of resources, a number of approaches
from the Semantic Web[11] can be adopted. Namely, the
Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a framework
for the description of knowledge, defined and maintained
by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), providing an
underlying graph based data model describing resources and
their relationships. An extension to RDF, known as Resource
Description Framework Schema (RDFS) is used to provide
native predicates to define basic relationships among the
described resources. A more expressive formalism is known as
Web Ontology Language (OWL). Based on this, information
can be easily accessed and retrieved via the SPARQL Protocol
And RDF Query Language (SPARQL) and by defining rules
using the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) it is possible
to automatically infer further semantic information for a given
data set.

Work that has adopted these mechanisms to define, exchange,
and manage network topologies are numerous. In particular
the Network Mark-Up Language (NML) [12] is an information
model designed to describe and represent computer networks.
NML is built upon on the preliminary work of the Network
Description Language (NDL) [13]. The model underwent a
thorough review and accreditation process to eventually become
an OGF standard. The NML developers kept it abstract, with
the possibility of extension in order to for it be customizable
for the emerging network architectures and novel use cases.
Based on this, the Infrastructure and Network Description
Language (INDL) [14] models computing infrastructures in a
technology independent manner. INDL imports NML as well,
which authorizes it to seamlessly represent the networking
part of a computing infrastructure. This ontology adds more
concepts and relationships that are special to the computing,
processing and storage aspect of an infrastructure, e.g., Process-
ingComponent, and MemoryComponent classes. INDL further
addresses the modeling and representation of resource and
service virtualization. In other words, it supports description,
discovery, modeling, composition, and monitoring of resources.
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Fig. 1: IEEE P2302 Intercloud Overview

These existing achievements build the basis for the sub-
sequently described semantic-enabled Intercloud approach to
setup Intercloud network connections.

I I I . I E E E P 2 3 0 2

Instant interoperability and federation are rarely part of
communication networks at the beginning. The telephone
system is one example where geographical areas were not able
to interoperate; human interaction was required to manually
switch the phone systems. Until the relatively recently
1970’s international “direct dials” were not available. In an
analogous evolution, online services such as Prodigy, AOL,
and CompuServe had no interoperability between them. When
content was posted on one service it could not be read by
clients from another service; and the same hold true for e-mail.
Interoperability problems were solved in a highly scalable
way in the phone system and in the Internet by developing
new protocols, such as Signalling System 7 (SS7) [15] or the
Autonomous System (AS) numbering and the Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP) respectively.

In the context of Clouds Federation, the IEEE P2302 Working
Group is pursuing the Standard for Intercloud Interoperability
and Federation (SIIF) [1]. Starting from the first Intercloud
blueprint[16] works and a number of publications, including
security considerations[17], a first version of the standard
has been elaborated. SIIF aims at defining a topology, a set
of functionalities and a governance model to support Cloud
interoperability and federation among different platforms. The
scope of the resulting architecture is to ease the building of
Intercloud solutions, enabling communication among different
platforms thanks to a shared set of standards and resources
definitions. The NIST included the IEEE Intercloud architecture
in their Cloud Computing Technology Roadmap[8].

Topological elements that are illustrated in Fig. 1 include
roots, clouds, exchanges (which mediate governance between
Clouds), and gateways (which mediate data exchange between
Clouds). Functional elements include name spaces, presence,
messaging, resource ontologies, and trust infrastructure.
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This architecture in conjunction with a semantic information
model forms the basis for the development of a common
understanding between different Cloud systems.

I V. O P E N - M U LT I N E T O N T O L O G Y

The previous work to semantically describe networks and
infrastructures, has been extended and consolidated by the
international Open-Multinet3 Forum, which is now being
followed up by the W3C Federated Infrastructures Community
Group 4.

The scope of this group is to define upper ontologies to
semantically describe federated infrastructures, and to support
the management of the whole resource life cycle. A set of terms
have been specified, i.e., concepts, attributes and relationships,
which are used to represent the knowledge of this specific
domain [18]. In other words, the upper ontologies cover only a
specific knowledge field, namely the management of resources
within and between autonomous administrative domains [19].

The ontology bundle consists of nine ontologies, specifically
the omn upper ontology and eight descendant ontologies5.
Those descendant ontologies are 1) omn-federation; 2) omn-life-
cycle; 3) omn-resource; 4) omn-component; 5) omn-service;
6) omn-monitoring; 7) omn-policy and, 8) omn-domain.

The OMN upper ontology defines the abstract terms (con-
cepts and properties) required for describing and modeling
Cloud systems and for modeling federated Cloud environments
as well. It includes classes “Attribute”, “Component”, “De-
pendency”, “Environment”, “Group”, “Layer”, “Reservation”,
“Resource”, and “Service”. Fig. 2 shows the key concepts and
properties of the omn upper ontology.

A. OMN Classes

The omn upper ontology contains the following classes:

∙ Resource: a stand-alone entity, which can be provisioned,
i.e., granted to a tenant and/or controlled via APIs e.g.,
network node.

∙ Service: is a manageable entity, which can be controlled
and/or used via APIs or capabilities it supports, e.g.,
Broker or SPARQL endpoint.

∙ Component: constitutes a part of a “Resource” or a
“Service”, e.g., a port of network node.

∙ Attribute: it helps to describe the characteristics and
properties of a specific “Resource”, “Group”, “Resource”,
or “Component”, e.g., Quality of Service (QoS).

∙ Group: is a collection of “Resource”, “Service” or
“Group”.

∙ Dependency: it describes a unidirectional relationship
between “Resource”, “Service”, “Component” or “Group”.
This class opens up the possibility to add more properties
to a dependency via annotation.

3http://open-multinet.info
4https://www.w3.org/community/omn
5All ontologies can be found at http://github.com/open-multinet/playground-

rspecs-ontology

∙ Layer: describes a place within a hierarchy a specific
“Group”, “Resource”, “Service” or “Component” can adapt
to.

∙ Environment: the conditions under which a “Resource”,
“Group”, or “Service” is operating. For example concur-
rent virtual machines.

∙ Reservation: a specification of a guarantee. Moreover,
It is a subclass of the “Interval” class of the W3C Time
ontology[20]. For example Start and end times.

B. OMN Properties

The properties of the omn upper ontology are as follows:
∙ adaptableTo: relates a “Layer” to another “Layer” to

which it adapts. It is also the inverse of “adaptableFrom”.
∙ adaptsFrom: determines the “Group”, “Resource”, “Ser-

vice” or “Component” from which another “Group”,
“Resource”, “Service” or “Component” adapts. “adaptsTo”
is its inverse property.

∙ fromDependency: relates a “Group”, “Resource”, “Service”
or “Component” to the “Dependency” to which it belongs.
It is the inverse of property “toDependency” as well.

∙ hasAttribute: the Attribute associated with a “Component”,
“Resource”, “Service” or “Group”, and it is the inverse of
“isAttributeOf”.

∙ hasComponent: links a “Component”, “Resource”, “Ser-
vice” to its subcomponent. Further, it is the inverse of
property “isComponentOf”.

∙ hasGroup: connects a “Group” to its subgroup and it is
the inverse of “isGroupOf”.

∙ hasReservation: relates “Group”, “Resource” or “Service”
to its “Reservation”. “isReservationOf” is its inverse.

∙ hasResource: declares that a specific “Group” has a
“Resource”. Moreover, it is the inverse of “isResourceOf”.

∙ hasService: declares that a “Group”, “Resource” or
“Service” provides a “Service”. “isServiceOf” is its
inverse.

∙ withinEnvironment: defines the “Environment” in which a
“Group”, “Resource”, “Service” or “Component” operates.

In conjunction with the IEEE P2302 Intercloud architecture,
this semantic information model provides a basis to setup large-
scale interoperable Clouds that can be interconnected using
dedicated Bearer networks on demand, i.e. VPCs.

V. I N T E R C L O U D F E D E R AT I O N A P I

In order to dynamically provision a VPCs it is essential
to implement a federation signaling strategy. In an example
scenario for federation of cloud computing resources, let us
take Virtual Machines (VMs) as an example resource to be
federated. A Requesting (or “Home”) Cloud needs more VMs
to satisfy a user demand and so inquires to the Intercloud
Exchange to which it is connected to try to obtain more VMs
through the Intercloud.

In such a federated environment, the resource may not be
physically running on the Requesting Cloud but it appears to be
in a transparent manner as if the resource is Requesting Cloud’s
own computing resource. The VMs need to be provisioned in
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Fig. 2: The key concepts and properties of the omn upper ontology.

Fig. 3: Federation using Virtual Private Cloud over Dynamically
Provisioned Virtual Private Networks

the Supplying Cloud in such a manner so that they appear to be
“local” in the Requesting Cloud. Such dynamic provisioning
has very recently been demonstrated using SDNs as shown in
Fig. 3.

In order to explain this further, we assume the Exchange,
Requester/Home Cloud, and Supplier Clouds have already taken
care of connectivity housekeeping including establishment
of the Trust Infrastructure and Services Infrastructure with
endpoints on the respective Gateways. Additionally, we further
assume completed registration of Network Management points
with the Exchange.

The next level of detail is the “registration” of the resources
which the Supplier Cloud has, along with the subsequent
registration of the need for resources by the Requester/Home
cloud. This is accomplished using the Semantic Resource
Definition using an OWL specification against a common
“Ontology Schema” for resources, SLAs and Bearer Networks.
Suppliers of resources declare the offered resources, the SLA
provided, and the Bearer Network within which they can be
supplied.

Requesters of resources declare the desired resources, the
required minimum SLA, and the Bearer network within which
they can be consumed as illustrated in Fig. 4.

Examples of Bearer Network Declarations include details
such as Network Performance specifications; Type of Network
specifications; Security of Network specifications etc. Next,

Semantic Resource Definitions have both 
Resource and Bearer Network Declarations

9/18/2014 2

• Semantic Resource Definition
– Uses OWL Specification against a common “Ontology Schema” for Resources (Incl SLA, Pricing)
– Uses OWL Specification against a common “Ontology Schema” for Bearer Network

• Suppliers of Resources declare the Offered Resources and the Bearer Network 
within which they can be Supplied

• Requesters of Resources declare the Desired Resources and the Bearer Network 
within which they can be Consumed

SUPPLIER
Resource {
----------
};
SLA {
----------
};
Pricing {
----------
};
Bearer Network {
----------
}

REQUESTER
Resource {
----------
};
SLA {
----------
};
Pricing {
----------
};
Bearer Network {
----------
}

Supplier meets / 
exceeds requester 
specification for 
Resource and SLA

Supplier meets  / 
exceeds requester 
specification for 
Bearer Network

Fig. 4: Supplier and Requester Semantic Resource Definitions

Fig. 5: Federation Steps

the Supplier Cloud contacts an Exchange it is affiliated with
and supplies it with Semantic Resource Definitions indicating
inventory for Federation. Following are the detail step by
step communications protocol used by the Intercloud topology
elements in the dynamic Federation scenario, as illustrated by
Fig. 5.

1(a). User Requests Cloud Resources by issuing existing
cloud specific User-to-Network Interface (UNI) API call to the
Home Cloud.

1(b). If the Home Cloud is able to fulfil the entire User
Request locally, it does so and returns the User Request API.
The flow stops here as there is no need for the remaining
Intercloud federation steps.

2(a). When the Home Cloud wishes to use Intercloud
federation to fulfil certain resources of the User Request, the
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Home Cloud uses a specific interface to its associated Gateway
communicating the User Request.

2(b). The Gateway constructs the canonical Resource
Description Declaration Including Resource, SLA, and Bearer
Network sections. The Resource Description Declaration shall
be expressed in the “Home Cloud Form”, e.g., with any and
all of the acceptable options and quantifiers for the Home
Cloud. For example, Bearer Network alternatives, acceptable
geographies, etc.

2(c). Subsequently, the Gateway serializes this into the
Federation API format (e.g., as appropriate for the Services
Framework) including pre-pending Home Cloud credentials and
other conventions such as time stamping, deadline requirements
etc., and finally invokes the Federation API onto the implicit
Gateway at the Exchange.

3(a). The implicit Gateway residing at the Exchange accepts
the Federation API, extracts the contents and forms appropriate
Exchange-Internal APIs for the Solver/Matching process.

3(b). For example, the extracted Resource Description
Declaration General Form might be used to create a SPAR-
QL/SWRL query to the Solver/Matcher; the timestamp/deadline
requirements might be used to advise what algorithms to use
(find first suitable match, find best suitable match, etc.)

3(c). The Solver/Matcher seeks qualifying inventory (in this
example from Supplier Cloud) to resolve the constraints/quanti-
fiers and if found, constructs a canonical Resource Description
Declaration including the specific Resource, SLA, and Bearer
Network which the Supplier Cloud would deliver to fulfil the
Home Cloud Resource Description Declaration. The Resource
Description Declaration is in the “Supplier Cloud Form”.

4(a). If the Exchange did not resolve the inventory on any
Supplier Cloud it returns an error to the Home Cloud Gateway,
which unwinds this to return the User Request API with an
error.

4(b). If the Exchange found inventory on a Supplier
Cloud, the Implicit Gateway in the Exchange serializes that
fulfilling Resource Description Declaration “Supplier Cloud
Form” into the Federation API format including pre-pending
Supplier Cloud credentials and other details (i.e., time stamping,
inventory availability time or quantity information), and invokes
them onto the Gateway at the Home Cloud.

4(c). The Exchange will also construct a Federation API
for the Supplier Cloud, including Home Cloud Credentials,
advising it of Resource Description Declaration Supplier Cloud
Form that has been given to the Home Cloud. The Supplier
Cloud may or may not choose to optimistically reserve or begin
to provision those resources. At this stage, the User Request
API still has not returned yet.

5(a). The Network Management (SDN Controllers) in the
Exchange reaches out to the Network Management points in
the Home Cloud and Supplier Cloud Gateways, respectively.

5(b). The Home Cloud and the Supplier Cloud Gateways may
have self-provisioned based on the Bearer network information
in the Federation API supplied in Step 4 earlier.

5(c). If not, the Network Management (SDN Controller)
provisions the connectivity to the Bearer Network specified in
the Resource Description Declaration Supplier Cloud Form.

5(d). If the Bearer Network cannot be provisioned, the
Exchange returns an error to the Home Cloud Gateway, which
unwinds this to return the User Request API with an error. In
this case the Supplier Cloud should unwind any self-provisioned
configuration they may have done in advance.

6(a). The Home Cloud Gateway serializes the Resource
Description Declaration Supplier Cloud Form into the Federa-
tion API format including pre-pending Home Cloud credentials
along with other details (i.e., time stamping, deadline require-
ments etc.), and invokes them onto the Supplier Cloud Gateway.

6(b). The Supplier Cloud provisions the resources, if not
done optimistically earlier.

6(c). If the Supplier Cloud resources cannot be provisioned,
it returns an error to the Home Cloud Gateway, which unwinds
this to return the User Request API with an error. The Supplier
Cloud should also unwind any optimistic provisioning it might
have done earlier.

6(d). If the provisioning is successful, status is provided to
the Home Cloud Gateway which unwinds this to return the
User Request API with expected success results.

7(a). The Resources are provided over the Bearer Network.
7(b). Resources are seamlessly provided to the User Request

as if they were supplied directly by the Home Cloud.

V I . C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K

The existing cloud computing environments possess hetero-
geneous architectures, and thus provide incompatible APIs for
creating and managing their resources and services. In this
paper, we propose an ontology based framework for supporting
seamless access to heterogeneous cloud service providers. Our
framework adopts the Open-Multinet ontology for supporting
its functionality.

Furthermore, we detailed a use-case indicating the entire
process involved by this framework. The process starts by
specifying the resources, SLA and also the Bearer Networks via
the proposed ontology schema. Theses specifications include
all requirements this request has, e.g., network performance and
network type. When the Home Cloud realizes that user request
can not be fulfilled locally, it initiates the Cloud Federation
process. Eventually, upon contacting the Supplier Cloud, and
making sure that the required resources can be provisioned,
the Home Cloud seamlessly grants the resources to the user.

Our short-term goal is to extend the OMN ontology by
linking it to semantic cloud resource definitions such as
the mOSAIC[21] ontology. In medium term, we want to
concentrate on the implementation of a sophisticated solver/-
matching mechanism[22] that returns, based on an abstract
Home Cloud request, a complete resource topology including
the according bearer networks. Finally, the long-term objective
is to implement and define a full standard on an Internet scale,
semantic design to make the Intercloud reality.
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